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Broadband Dielectric
Spectroscopy Using
Nanostructured Electrode
Arrangements
Dielectric measurement techniques
[1–4] are distinguished by the fact
that their sensitivity increases with
decreasing thickness of the sample capacitor and hence decreasing
amount of sample material. In order to benefit from this unique principal advantage, the technological challenge has to be resolved how to apply an electric field to a nanometric and, if so, submolecular layer
of molecules in a capacitor-like arrangement. It is evident that the
conventional approach of evaporating a metal counterelectrode on the
molecules under study is no longer
applicable as this would immediately
result in electric shorts.
The Novocontrol NanoKit opens
a novel avenue for the study of molecular relaxations and charge transport on nanometric length scales even
down to layers of isolated molecules
anchored on a surface.
To this

end, we use nanostructured electrode
arrangements with highly insulating SiO2 spacers, exhibiting heights
down to (100±10) nm. Highly doped
(ρ ≈ 0.002 Ωcm) Si dies, cut out of
ultraflat wafers with rms roughness
of ≈ 0.5 nm, are used as electrodes.
The molecules under study are deposited on the substrate (plane die)
either by spincoating or by Dip-PenNanolithography (DPN). A sample
capacitor is completed by covering
the plane die which carries the sample
by the upper die which is equipped
with nanostructured insulating spacers. Evidently, preparations of this
type require appropriate conditions
like clean rooms or clean benches.
Since the surface-to-volume ratio in
nanometric samples is extraordinarily high, effects due to the adsorption of, e.g., water or organic pollutants from ambient air must be considered with great care. In the Novocontrol NanoKit, the details of preparation are described thoroughly, thus
making measurements of this type a
straightforward endeavour and - after a short training - easily possible.
Potential pitfalls in the preparation of
thin molecular layers are discussed.
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Installation Requirements
Preparations of capacitors with
thickness down to 100 nm require
clean room conditions or at least
a flow box with filtered air. We
recommend the usage of filters of
grade H14, ensuring the removal of
more than 99,995 % of dust particles. Commercial systems are offered, e.g., by spetec Ges. für Laborund Reinraumtechnik mbH (http:
//www.spetec.de), erlab D.F.S
S.A.S (http://captair.com)
or Bleymehl Reinraumtechnik GmbH
(http://www.bleymehl.com).

Capacitor Arrangements
All preparative steps have to be
carried out in a clean room or on a
clean bench. To remove organic absorbents, both the plane and the nanostructured dies are rinsed in acetone
(VLSI grade) and ultra-sonicated for
10 minutes followed by drying in
pure nitrogen. Low molecular weight
probes or polymers are deposited on
the plane dice by spincoating at a rotation frequency of, e.g., 50 rps.

Fig. 1: (a) Scheme of the
nanostructured electrode arrangement; (b) Layer arrangement of the dies; (c)
Microscope image of the die
with microstructured highly
insulating SiO2 spacers. In
the inset, the profile of a
single spacer is displayed
having a height of (100 ±
10) nm; (d) Image of the
sample cell with two dies in
crossed configuration
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Preparation of Nanostructured Capacitor Arrangements
In Dip-Pen-Nanolithography (DPN),
small numbers of molecules are
transfered to the plane dies by use
of an appropriate cantilever. Since
both techniques, i.e., DPN and spin
coating, operate with solutions of the
molecules of interest, subsequent removal of the solvent necessitates annealing of the sample at elevated
temperatures in an oil-free vacuum
(about 10−6 mbar) for an extended
period of time. In the final step, the
two dies are attached to each other as
indicated in Fig. 1a and mounted in
the sample cell (Fig. 1d). The latter
fits directly into the usual Novocontrol sample cell.

Preparation Hints
Despite the cleaning with 99.99 %
acetone and by ultrasonication, or-
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ganic pollutants might still remain on
the surfaces of the plane and nanostructured dies. In this case, it is recommended to repeat the cleaning process and to employ a plasma cleaner
or CO2 snow jet if available. If an
electric short is observed one should
separate the plane and the nanostructured dies and bring them in contact at a slightly different position
again. Both plane and the nanostructured dies can be reused after thorough cleaning.

Examples of Experimental
Application
To demonstrate the scope of the nanostructured electrode arrangement [5–
8], two experimental examples are
briefly presented in the following: (i)
the investigation of the segmental and
chain dynamics of thin layers of cis1,4-polyisoprene, and (ii) the measurement of the glassy dynamics of
"semi-isolated" poly-2-vinylpyridine
polymer coils. In both cases the sam-
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ples were prepared from dilute chloroform solutions and spin-cast onto
the supporting silicon electrode. The
layer thickness is adjusted via variation of the concentration; highly dilute solutions yield (semi-) isolated
polymer coils. After the deposition
of the polymer, the sample is covered
by the top electrode and annealing in
a high oil-free vacuum (10−6 mbar)
at ca. 50 K above Tg is commenced
for about 24 h. Measurements performed after the application of this
procedure have been proven to deliver fully reversible results [2]. Cis1,4-polyisoprene is a suitable candidate for dielectric investigation since
the molecular dipole moments of its
segments have a component which
adds up along the backbone of the
chain. The result is a cumulative
dipole moment which corresponds to
the end-to-end vector of the chains
and makes the dynamics of the whole
chain accessible by dielectric spectroscopy.

00 versus temperature at a frequency of 120 Hz for cis-1,4-polyisoprene of molecular weight Mw = 75
Fig. 2: Dielectric loss εnet
kg/mol in thin layers with thicknesses as indicated (a). The same data is shown normalized w.r.t. the maximum loss value of
00 versus temperature of
the segmental mode in (b). The high temperature wing is a conductivity contribution. Dielectric loss εnet
poly(2-vinyl pyridine) (MW = 1 700 kg/mol) bulk (c) and semi-isolated coils (d) measured at several frequencies as indicated. The
former is prepared conventionally in a capped arrangement with evaporated electrodes while the latter is experimentally accessible
only by use of the nano-structured electrode arrangement. (e) shows an AFM (heights) image of the semi-isolated coils on the
silicon electrode.
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Fig. 2a shows the dielectric loss
versus temperature of thin polyisoprene layers; two relaxation processes assigned to glassy dynamics
(segmental mode) and chain motion
(normal mode) are visible.
The
curves normalized with respect to the
maximum value of the loss, presented
in fig. 2b, clarify that: (i) the segmental mode is unaffected by the confinement to a thin layer, and (ii) the
normal mode is shifted to lower temperatures, approaching the segmental mode, with decreasing layer thickness. While the dynamic glass transition is independent of film thickness (at least in the range studied
here), it is clear that the conformation of the chain changes considerably as underscored by the latter observation. Poly-2-vinylpyridine
with its considerably large dipole
moment is suitable for experiments
which involve very small amounts
of material - this is the case when
the limit of non-interacting polymer
chains is approached. The volume
of the sample capacitor is determined
by the height of the nano-structures
(and the electrode area, of course),
while the polymer chains have to
be placed on the substrate in such
a way that they are well separated.
Consequently, the filling ratio of the
capacitor is in the per mill range
which reduces the signal intensity
by about three decades. Experimentally, it has been achieved to measure the glassy dynamics of "semiisolated" P2VP polymer coils where
"semi-isolated" means that there are
non-interacting droplets which consist of about 5. . . 10 polymer chains
(an atomic force microscope image is
presented in fig. 2e). Fig. 2d displays
the corresponding loss curves versus temperature in comparison with a
bulk sample (fig. 2c). A refined analysis unravels that the peak position of
the semi-isolated coils is increased by
approx. 5K compared with the bulk.
This corresponds to about one decade
reduction of the mean relaxation rate
which can be assigned to an attractive
interaction of the pyridine rings with
the native silicon oxide layer of the
supporting electrode.
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Correspondance of
Dielectric Response
in Time and Frequency
Domains: A Case Study
of PE Nanocomposites
Containing Nanoclay
Dielectrics are at the core of highvoltage insulation systems, design
and performance. Thus, the need to
characterize the dielectric responses
of these polarizable materials in various contexts and conditions is essential. This is particularly true for ad3
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vanced dielectrics, for instance nanodielectrics [1], which require detailed studies.
Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS) is a powerful tool
and may reveal particular and useful features, as its scrutiny spans a
large spectrum of excitation frequencies. However, at low frequencies,
BDS may suffer some drawbacks,
e.g., measurement time and (complicated) sample charging. These
restrictions are especially relevant for
our purposes since interfacial relaxation occurs at low frequencies.
In the search for the determination of dielectric responses, two comparative and complementary measurement methods are often preferred. Here, dielectric spectroscopy
in frequency and time domains were
used. Although the spectroscopy in
the time domain implies a DC voltage difference applied to a dielectric,
it is possible to transpose the signal
data from the time domain to the frequency domain and vice versa. Furthermore, the temporal method allows the conduction contribution to
be unravelled from the data.
The two methods used here performed well. All the results are
consistent and the complementarity
was a success. The case we used
is especially illustrative for nanodielectrics. The nanocomposite is made
of polyethylene (PE), with nanoclay
as an additive.

Theoretical Background
To palliate the shortcomings of measurements related to the "memory effect" of dielectrics, measurements of
the dielectric responses in the time
domain were carried out using a cycle composed of a succession of polarization and depolarization steps, so
that the polarized current Ipol resulting from the application of a voltage step is followed by a depolarization current Idepol resulting from
short-circuiting of the dielectric. A
schematic view of the complete sequence is depicted in Figure 1 [2].

Fig. 1: Schematic view of the circuit
to perform dielectric spectroscopy in
the time domain.
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This gives

For a plane-plane configuration as illustrated in Figure 1, the current resulting from the application of a voltage can be expressed as

I(t) = C0
Z ∞

+

σdc
dU(t)
U(t) +
ε0
dt

f (τ)U(t − τ)dτ

(1)

0

= Idc + IC + IP .
with the first term being the direct
conduction Idc , the second term corresponding to the free charges and
called the capacitive current IC (with
the assumption that the time constant
associated with the resistance of the
measuring circuit, cables, electrodes
and voltage source is negligible), and
the third term corresponding to the
current I p stemming from the polarization mechanisms.
Considering the application of a
voltage step U0 during a polarization
time t pol followed by a short-circuit,
let us define U(t) so that [3]

 0
U
U(t) =
 0
0

t <0
0 ≤ t < t pol
t ≥ t pol

(2)

Then, the polarization and depolarization currents can be expressed as

t <0
 0
Ipol (t)
0 ≤ t < t pol
I(t) =

Idepol (t) t ≥ t pol
(3)
with
Ipol (t) σdc
=
+ δ (t) + f (t)
C0U0
ε0
Idepol (t)
(4)
= −[δ (t − t pol )
C0U0
+ f (t − t pol ) − f (t)]
It is worth noting that f (t), which
represents the memory effect, tends
to a negligible value for sufficiently
long polarization times. Formulating
equation Eq. (3), neglecting the memory effect and identifying various current denominations, we have
Ipol (t) = Idc + Ic (t) + I p (t)
Idepol (t) = −Ic (t) − I p (t)

(5)

We can extract the conduction current
Idc and then obtain the conductivity
σdc of the sample by adding the polarization current Ipol to the depolarization current Idepol for any given time.

ε0
·I
U0C0 dc
ε0
=
· (I (t) + Idepol (t))
U0C0 pol
∀t ∈ [0,tpol ]
(6)

σdc =

The American Society for Testing
and Materials has proposed a standard, known as D257 [4], which proposes a simplified protocol to measure the resistivity of insulating materials. That protocol is used to calculate the conductivity, by monitoring the current after a fixed polarization time (about 5 minutes). However, the ASTM protocol does not
take into account the current bound to
the mechanisms of residual polarization, and this can seriously compromise the quality of the measurement.
Measuring the conductivity by means
of Eq. (6) largely alleviates this drawback.
For linear dielectrics, it is possible to transpose the measurements
taken in the time domain towards the
frequency domain and vice versa, because the temporal response is connected to the complex susceptibility
by a Fourier transform. The combination of the temporal and frequential spectroscopies allows the constraints of each of the measurement
techniques to be somewhat overcome
and to obtain supplementary information on the dielectric material under
investigation [5].
Among the additional achievements possible with our proposed
method are the verification of the
linearity of the dielectric properties
versus the electric field, the extension of the frequential domain toward
the low frequencies for short acquisition times and the differentiation
of the imaginary permittivity from
the conductivity of the dielectric. It
is worth mentioning that the mechanisms of charge injection and dispersion at low frequencies (charge transport) are non-linear phenomena and
therefore cannot be transposed from
one domain to another without altering their nature.
Three approaches can be used to
transpose the data obtained in the
time domain: the numerical Fourier
transform, numerical curve fitting using a function with an analytical
Fourier transform, and the Hamon approximation. However, since the po4
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larization and depolarization currents
are strongly non-periodic and measured over a large time period, the numerical Fourier transform does not allow (in general) the perfect transformation of the data into the frequency
domain.
The analytical Fourier method is
based on fitting the data with a curve
so that the data can be transposed
from the time domain to the frequency domain [6]. The transform
allows the real and imaginary permittivity of the dielectric to be obtained via the Kramers-Kronig relations. However, its use presumes
that the mechanisms of polarization
and conduction can be identified a
priori.
For the slower polarization processes, Jonscher [7, 8] proposed that the response function f (t)
corresponding to the transition at a
time between two different polarization mechanisms expresses itself under the shape of the "universal answer" as
f (t) =

A

n
t m
+ τt
τ

(7)

where A, m and n are constants, and
0 < m < 1 and 0 < n < 2. Since
this function does not have an analytical Fourier transform, Helgeson
[6] proposes a modification of equation (7) so that the response function
f (t) contains one, while remaining
asymptotically equal to the universal
response as
 t   t −m
f (t)/A = exp −
×
τ
τ

 t   t −n
+ 1 − exp −
×
τ
τ
(8)
where A, m and n are constants, and
0 < m < 1 and 0 < n < 2. The analytical Fourier transform in question can
then be expressed as
χ ∗ − χ∞ τ m · Γ(1 − m)
=
1−m
1
A
+ jω
τ

τ n · Γ(1 − n)
−
1−n
1
τ + jω
+

(9)

τ n · Γ(1 − n)
( jω)1−n

with Γ(x) representing the Gamma
function and j the imaginary number. Thus, by separating the complex susceptibility χ ∗ (ω) into real
and imaginary parts, it is possible to
transpose the response function f (t)
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of the dielectric towards the dielectric frequency response. If many
mechanisms interact in the dielectric
response (polarization, dispersion at
low frequency, etc.), it is necessary
to identify each one, since the general response function is a sum of the
individual mechanism response functions. This is also the case for complex susceptibility that is the result
of the summation of several contributions. The term χ∞ was added
to equation (9) in order to take into
account the contribution of polarization at high frequencies. Therefore,
it is necessary to evaluate this factor
at a common frequency-value for the
measuring techniques in both the frequency and the time domains.
The Hamon approximation allows the measured value of the imag”
inary permittivity εmes
to be approximated from the measurement of polarization and depolarization currents
with the time domain spectroscopy
technique. The approximation is
based on the hypothesis that the response function can be modelled as
a series of power functions, f (t) =
A · t −n , n being constant for a certain
time range [9]. For 0.3 < n < 1.2, this
brings about on the approximation of
” , with an error of less than 3 %.
εmes
The maximal error at the junction of
two parts is less than 15 % for the
worst case, and is usually less than
5 %. Setting ωτ = 0.63, the Hamon
approximation takes the form
”
εmes
=

i(t)
ωC0U0

(10)

with i(t) representing, according to
an operator’s choice, the polarization
Ipol or depolarization Idepol current.
This flexibility allows the contribution from the conductivity σdc in the

unravelling of the imaginary permit”
tivity εmes
to be considered (or not).
Furthermore, this approximation is
very simple to implement and makes
it possible to gain one decade in frequency with respect to that obtained
using an analytical Fourier transform,
since the factor ωτ = 0.63 (equivalent to f ≈ 0.1/τ) essentially gives
access to results pertaining to the
imaginary permittivity for frequencies at (or reaching) a decade lower.

Measurements:
Techniques, Results and
Discussion
Time domain spectroscopy and conductivity measurements were conducted using a two-active electrode
setup and an electrometer (Keithley,
model 6517B [10]). The sample
holder consisted of two conductive
rubber electrodes, with the measuring electrode guarded by a ring electrode. A step voltage of a maximum of 1000 V was applied across
the sample and the polarization currents and depolarization current were
monitored at the rate of 1 datum/s.
Figure 2 shows the charge and the
discharge currents in a log-log plot
for a 5 wt% LLDPE/nanoclay sample with a diameter of 63.5 mm and
a thickness of 560 µm. The applied
voltage was 800 V, yielding a geometrical field of 1.4 kV/mm. The
time is reset to zero when the electrodes are short-circuited and the discharge current is monitored. The acquisition time for each single measurement was defined by commercial
software at (1 ± 0.05) s. This incertitude on the exact acquisition time has
a direct impact on the calculation of
the direct current conductivity as de-
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fined by Eq. (6).
Figure 3 shows the direct conduction current calculated for each acquisition time. Since the polarization
and depolarization currents are very
close for times shorter than 100 s,
there is a large variation in the magnitude of the conduction current. For
longer times, the calculated value stabilizes to an almost steady state value
of 5 pA. The inset of Figure 3 is an
enlargement of the conduction current for the time window from 100 s
to 10000 s. The apparent increase of
the conductivity for times longer than
1600 s is due to the memory effect
(the last term in the third equation of
Eq. (3)). To minimize the influence
of the memory effect, the conductivity should be calculated using the average value for times between 100 s
and 1000 s.
Figure 4 shows the experimental material dielectric response function, f (t), and the least square fitting of Eq. (8).
It is clear that
this equation is in good agreement
with the experimental data. This
is a required condition in order to
ensure that the analytical Fourier
transform can accurately describe
the material frequency domain response. The frequency-domain measurements were conducted in a frequency range from 100 µHz to 3 MHz
with a 3 V sinusoidal voltage applied
across the sample.
Figure 5 shows the real and the
imaginary parts of the complex permittivity as a function of frequency
for the frequency-domain measurements and for the time-domain measurements converted into the frequency domain with both the Hamon approximation and the analytical
Fourier Transform.

Fig. 2: Polarization and depolarization currents as a function of Fig. 3: Direct conduction current at 1.4 kV/mm as defined by Eq.
(6) for a 5 wt% LLDPE/clay nanocomposite.
time for a 5 wt% LLDPE/clay nanocomposite at 1.4 kV/mm.
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Fig. 4:
Experimental
dielectric
response
function
(diamonds)
and the least square
fitting of Eq. (8) for
a 5 wt% LLDPE/clay
nanocomposite under a
1.4 kV/mm DC electrical
field.

Fig. 5: Real and imaginary parts of the complex permittivity for Fig. 6: Imaginary permittivity as a function of frequency for frea 5 wt% LLDPE/clay nanocomposite.
quency domain measurements and for the charge and discharge
currents converted using the Hamon approximation.
It can be seen that both timedomain and frequency-domain measurements are in very good agreement
despite the fact that these measurements were conducted at a very different electrical field (the field was
250 times higher for the measurements in the time-domain) which indicates that the material is a linear dielectric up to 1.4 kV/mm. Furthermore, the analytical Fourier transform from the time domain data was
found appropriate to obtain the real
as well as the imaginary part of the
permittivity. However, for frequency
below 150 µHz, both transformation
techniques underestimate the value of
the imaginary part of the permittivity
since the discharge current was used,
and so the contribution of the direct
conductivity was not taken into consideration. In addition, the memory
term in Eq. (3) leads to a downward
curvature of the discharge current at
the end of the curve which leads to
a decrease of the resulting imaginary permittivity. The memory effect

in the time domain can be compensated for by various numerical techniques [3]. Figure 6 shows the variation of the imaginary part of the permittivity as a function of frequency
for the 5 wt% LLDPE/nanoclay sample, where the time-domain data is
converted into the frequency domain
with the Hamon approximation for
both the charge and the discharge currents. By comparing the Hamon approximation for the charge and discharge currents, one can estimate the
contribution of the direct conductivity. It can also be observed that there
is a very good agreement between the
transformation of the charge current
and the frequency-domain data.
Finally, a high frequency relaxation peak appears in the vicinity of
1 MHz. This peak is not related to the
material’s dielectric response; rather,
it is related to a contribution from the
rubber electrodes [11–13]. The other
relaxation peaks at lower frequencies
are interfacial polarization peaks that
are closely related to the material mi6

crostructure. A more detailed discussion on this subject can be found elsewhere [14].

Closing Remarks
This paper offers a detailed and comprehensive review of a formulation
for transposing polarization data from
time to frequency domains. Knowledge of the dielectric response of polarizable solid materials is an essential foundation to support the development of high-performance HV insulation systems and sustain the development of advanced dielectrics,
such as nanodielectrics, which explains the necessity to master the
accessibility, accuracy and reproducibility of its measurement. The
main contribution of this paper is
to demonstrate the successful use of
the two techniques, namely dielectric
spectroscopy in time and frequency
domains, to produce excellent data
combined with exemplary complementarity. Finally, this demonstration
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was achieved with a nanodielectric,
an emerging class of dielectrics with
a great potential for improving insulation systems.
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Conference Announcement
BDS 2012: "Broadband
Dielectric Spectroscopy
and its Applications"
During the past two decades, Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS)
has become a major spectroscopic
tool alongside Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) spectroscopy.
The entire spectral range from ultraslow (<1 mHz) to Terahertz frequencies can be covered without any gap
using modern equipment. This grants
unique access to a wealth of information about molecular and collective dipolar fluctuations, charge transport as well as interfacial polarization in diverse categories of materials
spanning the scale from electrically
conducting to entirely insulating systems. Consequently, numerous basic
and applied topics are studied by dielectric techniques. The conference
provides a platform to discuss these
exciting developments. In detail, the
following topics will be addressed:
1.) BDS in relation to other spectroscopic or scattering techniques
(Neutron, X-ray, and Light scattering, NMR, IR-spectroscopy, DSC
and AC-calorimetry, mechanical and
7
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ultrasound spectroscopy), 2.) Terahertz spectroscopy, 3.) Theory of dielectrics, 4.) BDS in relation to Electrochemistry, 5.) Glassy dynamics
and its scaling, 6.) Rotational and
translational diffusion in conducting
glasses and Ionic Liquids, 7.) Electrode and Maxwell-Wagner polarization, 8.) Charge transport and glassy
dynamics in confining geometries of
different dimensionality, 9.) Dielectric properties of biological systems,
10.) Industrial applications of BDS
The List of confirmed invited
speakers includes:
S. Abd-El-Messieh (Egypt), A. Alegria (Spain), T. Andachi (Japan),
J. Bartos (Slovakia), P. Ben Ishai
(Japan), R. Böhmer (Germany),
G. Boiteux (France), V. Boucher
(Spain), D. Cangialosi (Spain), S. Capaccioli (Italy), S. Cerveney (Spain),
W. Coffey (Ireland), R. Colby
(USA), J. Colmenero (Spain), T. Ezquerra) (Spain), Y. Feldman (Israel), G. Floudas (Greece), D. Fragiadakis (USA), K. Fukao (Japan),
K. Gainaru (Germany), R. Gerhard
(Germany), M. Havenith-Newen
(Germany), I. Hayut (Israel), R. Hilfer (Germany), H. Huth (Germany),
G. Johari (Canada), K. Kawase
(Japan), R. Kisiel (Poland), F. Kremer (Germany), A. Kumbharkhane
(Inia), A. Kyritsis (Greece), A. Loidl
(Germany), P. Lunkenheimer (Germany), A. Lyashchenko (Russia),
K. Ngai (Italy), M. MassalskaArodz (Poland), B. Mazzero (USA),
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